
News apps, videos, podcasts, Twitter feeds, VR: the glory days of 
printed press are clearly behind us. Submerged in media we now 
have numerous ways, literally at our fingertips, to generate and 
share stories. So how can we use the power of digital technology, 
social media, big data and artificial intelligence to create exciting, 
meaningful content? And how do we engage with the stream of 
information? Do we still understand all these stories as news or  
are we looking at alternative forms of experience and meaning?  
Find out at The New Newsroom, in MU from 12 October to  
11 November 2018.
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One of the most spectacular technological developments that make it 
possible to see the news in a completely different way, is Virtual Reality. In 
After Photography Donghwan Kam renders iconic news images in 3D and then 
walks around with his VR headset and a digital camera he hacked to take his 
own photographs of the scene. This way, he cuts through the numbness of 
yet another picture of human suffering to create a personal relationship with 
the event. Jim Brady uses VR technology in Mobile Journalism to give you a 
diverse, immersive experience of mass demonstrations in Barcelona or  
Mexico City.

Another work that draws you right into the story is The Industry, an 
interactive documentary made by VPRO and Submarine Channel covering the 
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drug industry in The Netherlands. Looking around at various locations that 
were filmed in 3D and listening to interviews with the people involved, you get 
the sense that the drug world is all around you. Daan Wubben has his own way 
to pull you in. His In Aerial Times allows you to zoom in ever closer on high-
resolution aerial photographs, an intense way of letting you realise what it 
actually is you are looking at.

News doesn’t have to look high-tech to be innovative though. Ongesigneerd 
(unsigned), a podcast made for the VPRO by radio makers Tjitske Mussche 
and Laura Stek, is special because every episode zooms in on the design of 
something you wouldn’t ordinarily think of as being designed. The city centre for 
example, scents, the zoo. And in the documentary Ik Zie, Ik Zie Wat Jij Niet Ziet 
(I spy…), Iris Lam and Ruben Pater interview young people about their political 
reality, discussing the educational gap and changes in political language.

No matter the format: the single most important thing about the news is free 
gathering and distribution of information. According to Reporters Without 
Borders, The Netherlands are in the top three of countries where journalists 
are the least restricted. At the bottom of the list are countries like China, 
Vietnam, Egypt, Thailand and Uzbekistan. For The Uncensored Playlist 
Reporters Without Borders Germany collaborated with local journalists and 
musicians to by-pass censorship in these countries by turning news stories 
into songs that can be streamed for free via music apps that are still available.

Despite their ranking, even the Dutch are facing censorship on social media, 
where moderators can unexpectedly block content for obscure, unwarranted 
reasons. In Pics or it Didn’t Happen Arvida Byström and Molly Soda collected 
photographs that were banned from Instagram, while Nicolas Maigret and 
Maria Roszkowska address the social and political responsibility of companies 
like Facebook, Twitter and Google with the Computational Propaganda About 
Computational Propaganda troll campaign.

Social media can cause fake news to spread like wildfire, but the problem 
itself is far from new. “As for what is not true,” Thomas Jefferson wrote in 
1806, “you will always find abundance in the newspapers.” Still, the third 
President of the United States strongly opposed regulation: a free press is 
the best way to control the government and, perhaps even more important: 
he believed that people themselves are quite capable to distinguish falsehood 
from truth. This trust, however, seems to be undermined by the ingenuity of 
today’s fake news campaigns. The audience urgently needs to be educated, 
through Slecht Nieuws (Bad News) for example, a game made by DROG that 
entices players to fabricate and spread fake news themselves, so they better 
recognise the methods involved.

Of course, you can always do your own reporting. In the hilarious My First 
Vlog Joris Verleg shows what this might lead to. For a more serious approach 

For a more serious 
approach to civil 
journalism you can 
turn to Forensic 
Architecture, who use 
eyewitness accounts, 
private photo and 
video images together 
with public sources 
to reconstruct 
complicated situations.
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to civil journalism you can turn to Forensic Architecture, who use eyewitness 
accounts, private photo and video images together with public sources to 
reconstruct complicated situations. In Airstrikes on the al-Jinah Mosque they 
make a convincing case that the US did not bomb an Al Qaida meeting in 
Al-Jinah, but civilians who were at the mosque to pray. For the project they 
collaborated with Bellingcat.

Designers have their own ways of helping the audience to interpret the 
news. Maxime Benvenuto’s Lexicographies of Propaganda and News, for 
instance, provides us with a series of definitions of the two concepts, 
collected from different countries. They immediately reveal that people don’t 
necessarily always agree on their meaning. In their joint project TrendViz, 
CLEVER°FRANKE and Ai Applied use artificial intelligence to visualise how 
often certain subjects are being mentioned online, by whom and in  
what context.

This brings us to the new news facilitated by big data and the algorithms 
designed to explore them. For Looking for a Possible Algorithm for the 
Popular News Image Coralie Vogelaar browsed the databases of the large 
press agencies for photographs of ten high-profile news events and used 
search engines to determine how often each image – 850,000 in total – was 
published online. She then compared the most popular photographs to the 
least published ones of the exact same situation to figure out what made the 
difference.

The next step up is self-learning algorithms. Apart from the fact that, at 
some point, we no longer know exactly what they are doing, we face the 
question of who it is the algorithms are learning from. This is the theme of 
<bias>in<bias>out, a series of videos by Rogier Klomp that shows people 
helping a programme to understand the world. But what if we don’t have the 
answers either? In Meaning by Arthur Boer and Boris Smeenk algorithms 
learn from Instagram to autonomously generate images and captures, which 
they post on their own accounts as an AI’s vision of our culture.

If anything could be said to be typical of this culture, it would be the constant 
shifting of perspective; nothing is self-evident in this deluge of images and 
information. In Reconstructing Reality Alice Wong tells a personal story 
through found footage and sounds that represent an ever-changing view of 
reality. Telemagic’s installation The Or@cle Rift lets you recalibrate your own 
linguistic definitions in a deep dream, and on Twitter you can follow the Emoji 
Newsfeed of Lilian Stolk.

The New Newsroom is built up around a busy editorial room where you can 
become part of the daily news cycle and experience the thin line between 
journalism and design in workshops by Lilian Stolk, ACED, DROG, Hackers & 
Designers, to name a few. In the exhibition, designers, journalists, artists and 
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hackers are testing innovative formats, they analyse the news and present 
their findings in inspiring visuals and installations.

Fragmentary, fake, factual, frivolous, fresh, fascinating, far-reaching and 
profound: with The New Newsroom MU offers a staggering look at the future 
of what we still call the news, for now.
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